Save the date

electronica | World’s leading trade fair and conference for electronics

Date: Nov 10 - 13, 2020

Advisory Board

As representatives of the exhibitors, the Advisory Board helps us to optimize electronica in keeping with market requirements. The Advisory Board also works on the international trade fair's future development and orientation.
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Amsys GmbH & Co. KG

Dr. Florian Pesahl
Data Modul AG

Philip Harting
Harting Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG

Dr. Wolfgang Bochtler
Mektec Europe GmbH

Kurt Sievers
Vorsitzender des Fachbeirats

Jürgen Weyer
NXP Semiconductors Germany GmbH

Torsten Janwlecke
Phoenix Contact GmbH & Co. KG

Thomas Rudel
Rutronik elektronische

Christian Rössler
Schweizer Electronic AG
Premium partners

International publishers and trade publications help us and support our program of related events by providing their know-how. The result: a transfer of knowledge that is up to date and rich in content.
Cooperation partners

International trade associations, organizations and interest groups support us and are a direct link to the industry. This guarantees that electronica always keeps an eye on the latest market developments and can adapt its structure accordingly.

AMA
Verband für Sensorik + Messtechnik

CIE
Components In Electronics

CIEC

ELCINA
Electronic Industries Association of India

Hong Kong TDC

KOTRA
Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency

OE-A
Organic Electronics Association

Semica

TAITRA
Taiwan External Trade Development Council

TEEMA
Taiwan Electrical and Electronic

UBIFRANCE

VDE
Verband der Elektrotechnik Elektronik